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Front-page News

Some events of the day

In the hut with the energy of Eick and friends

Mathias Eick (photo) was born on 26th June 1979 in the
Vestfold region (Norway) and in 2007 he awarded the
prize "The International Jazz Award for New Talent" in
New York. In case of rain the concert takes place at 6.00
p.m. in the main room of the School in Moena.

On the meadows of Malga Canvere, today at
2.00 p.m., the new rising star of jazz: the
Norwegian Mathias Eick. The trumpet is his
instrument, but he also plays double bass,
vibraphone, piano and guitar. The artist, after
years with the Jaga Jazzist, chose to undertake
the soloist career. Nevertheless he likes the
collaborations, as for the today’s concert of the
festival "Sounds of the Dolomites": in fact he
performs with the Italian musicians Paolo
Vinaccia, on percussion, and Daniele di
Bonaventura, on bandoneon. The concert is a
splendid musical meeting, but above all a
melting point between Northern and Southern
Europe. Reach the venue driving from Moena to
Ronchi, thence by cable car, later on foot (path
623) bypassing Lusia Pass (1.45h walk.).

Winter preview
Moena
9.00 pm – Piaz de Ramon. The magic of the winter
months in the Fairy of the Dolomites, seen through
footages, stands, music and the presentation of the
2014 "Scufoneda". In fact, from 12th to 16th March,
the attractive event - organized by Scufons del
Cogo - dedicated to freeride and telemark is back.

Planets in miniature
Vigo di Fassa
5.00 pm - Playground. The workshop on astronomy
organized by Atlantis (Trento) explains, for "the
starry village", how to create the solar system.

Cjaslir, plenty of mysteries
Campitello di Fassa
9.00 pm – Parish Theatre, Piaz de Ciampedel.
Presentation of the romance "I misteri del Cjaslir"
with the author Fabio Chiocchetti.

Easy walks

Passepartout

From Pozza to Cianacoal
meadows and Meida

In Canazei the summer snow is
splashy

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

Get to the bridge on Avisio River, which links
Pozza with the hamlet Meida, and walk along the
sidewalk that skirts the state road towards Pera.
After 200 metres, leave it, following now the
Avisio’s flow. Continue until the wooden bridge
of Piciocaa. Once you have spanned it, you will
arrive in front of a chapel recently restored and a
large plain with playground for children. Make
your way to the lower path towards Meida, and
cross a broad grassy plain in Ciancoal. When
you arrive at the asphalt road bearing the same
name, you begin to ascend. Afterwards turn
right in the Street del Piz and enter Meida, where
you find the Church of San Nicolò. From here,
follow Street de Meida, getting back to the
departure point.

The street Strèda Roma and Piaz Marconi
covered with a white carpet. A great show is
expected for tonight at 9.00 p.m.: as if by
magic, for "Canazei Night Event Summer
Edition", the snow -prepared at the Ice Stadium
in Alba - falls in August in the very heart of the
village and the ski instructors, members of the
Ski School Marmolada, will astonish you with
spectacular exhibitions. The music will
accompany not only the demonstration of the ski
technique but also the guys of Fassa Freestyle,
performing incredible stunts. In addition, the
guys of the Fassa Bike show off their ability as if
the snow was asphalt. Finally, the ski slope
becomes the game kingdom for children, who
can play with bob and sleigh.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
Once upon a time, when the valley counted just on livestock and little cultivation that grew at high
altitude, the harvest represented all for the subsistence farming. Therefore, in the years of famine,
there were people accusing the priests to have not sufficiently blessed the fields. To purchase corn it
was necessary to go to the Adige Valley, as in Fassa it was not cultivated. However, in the years of
shortage, the farmers were forced to sell their fields to the richer German people in order to succeed
in buying corn, which could cost even 8 times more than the normal prize.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

23/08/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: hill
country at Bocche (against payment).
Moena

23/08/2013 (8.30 am)
Ferrata on Marmolada with alpine
guides. "Sport Check Point" (hike
against payment).
Canazei
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